



Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
(thorpeds@hotmai I.com) 
Most readers will be familiar with split-word transposals such as HORSESHOER in which the 
letters of the first half of the word are repeated in the second half in a different order. The 
current exercise is similar, but different in that it concerns pairs of words rather than a single 
word. I set out to find pairs of words (such as ISOL.ATED and SOLI.DATE) in which the letters 
of the first half of the first word, rearranged, form the letters of the first half of the second word; 
and the letters of the second half of the first word, rearranged form the letters of the second half 
of the second word . I call these half-half transposals. They can only be found amongst words 
with an even number of letters. Some of the pairs of words below will have appeared in previous 
issues of Word Ways, purely in the context of being transposals. Most of the words below can be 
found in the OED Second Edition - head words, variant forms and text words including citations. 
























































































SPAR.SELY TERP.ENES URIC.ASES VERO.NESE WORD.INGS XENO.SINA 
PARS.LEYS PRET.ENSE CUIR.ASSE OVER.SEEN DROW.SING EXON.lANS 
YMAN.ERED ZOOG.LEAS 
MANY DEER GOZO SEAL 
(coined phrase) (coined phrase) 
I O-Ietter words: 
AUSTR.ALlAN CARPE.T1NGS DECIM.ATERS ETHOL.OGIES FOREF.INGER 
SATUR.NALIA PRECA.STING MEDlC.ASTER THEOL.OGISE REOFF.ERlNG 
LlMIT.ARIES MONOL.OGISE NECRO.TISED PERSI.STING REDUN.DANTS 




LA TERI.SA TION 
RET ALI.A TIONS 
EXCHANGE HALF-HALF TRANSPOSALS 
In exchange half-half transposals, the letters of the first half of the first word, rearranged, form 
the letters of the second half of the second word and vice versa. Reversals (such as STRE.SSED 
and DESS.ERTS) are a special type of exchange half-half transposal and are not included here. 
6-letter words: 
AVE.NGE BEL.IED CHE.EPS DEA.RTH ENI.GMA 









MAN.UAL NEC.TAR ORN.ATE 
ALU.MNA TRA.NCE TAE.RON 
PIE.CER QUI.LES RES.EAT SPE.ECH TEM.PLE 
REC.IPE SEL.UQI TEA.SER CHE.EPS PEL.MET 
UNT.APE VEl.NED WRE.ATH XER.IFO Y AT.TER 
PEA.NUT END.lVE THA.WER FlO. REX TRE.ATY 
ZAR.lSH 
SHI.RAZ 
